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PTO Color Fun Run
Join us Saturday, April 9th 9-11am for a one mile color fun run at Messiah. Registration will be open soon.
Event includes a race, bubble bus and snacks.

6th Grade
Math
Test Tuesday, March 1st

Science
We are at the end of our unit on weathering and erosion.
We will review next week and begin our projects. I expect
to have the test around March 10th or 11th. I will update
this date in next week’s newsletter.

Social Studies
The sixth graders are learning about ancient India.

Reading
The sixth graders started a new novel Maniac Magee by
Jerry Spinelli.  As we read the book we will discuss the
author's use of figurative language, examples of irony,
and the book’s theme.

Writing
Next week, sixth graders will research a topic and write
a news article about their topic.,

Grammar/Vocab
In grammar the 6th graders are learning about
capitalization.
The sixth graders will have a vocabulary test on
Monday.

Spanish
This week we started a unit on family in Spanish.

Religion
In religion we have been talking about how messy
the world can be and there is something to look
forward to - Heaven.

7th Grade
Math
Test Tuesday, March 1st

Science
We are learning about several different ways that traits
can be passed from generation to generation.

Social Studies
The 7th Graders will have a test over the Bill of Rights on
Monday.

Reading
Next week we will start reading another
dystopian novel called A Wrinkle in Time. There
will be quite a bit of vocabulary to learn.
Each child has chosen an author for the March
Author study.  The students will be reading two
books written by this author and will need to
finish both books by Thursday, March 31.

Writing
Next week we will learn what plagiarism is and
how to avoid it.

Grammar/Vocab
Your child’s Chapter 3 Grammar test should be in
his/her Friday Folder.

Religion



continued...

8th Grade
Math
Chapter 7 Test, Tuesday, March 1st.

Science
We are learning about Isaac Newton’s three laws
of motion.

Social Studies
The eighth graders will be learning about the Cold
War next week.

Reading
We finished Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Next week
the eight graders will analyze the poem Sympathy by
Paul Laurence Dunbar.

Writing
Eighth graders will write an essay comparing what
happened in the poem for reading to our class novel.

Grammar/Vocab

Religion

Quad Notes


